MARKET UPDATE 16.04.2020

Anti-crisis shields 1 & 2
•

800k applications for support under the anti-crisis shield have been
received - as of 15.04.2020. Most of them being applications regarding to
ZUS reliefs.

•

Shield 2.0 has, valued at 100 bln PLN, passed parliament on 08.04
•

25 bln PLN will go to micro-companies,

•

50 bln PLN for SME’s enterprises

•

And large enterprises paying taxes in Poland 25 bln PLN

Entities that will benefit from the program will receive a total of nonreturnable funds worth PLN 60 billion
•

The program will cover companies whose turnover has recently dropped
by at least 25%

•

Support mechanisms are: ZUS reliefs, business loans and state guarantees,
extended support for civil law contracts, support for self-employed and
mandate contracts, farmers allowance etc.

Sources: Wyborcza; pap.pl gov.pl
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Shield 2.0. is now at Senate – expected to be signed
next week.
The amount of support for large companies raises
doubts - says Andrzej Malinowski, president of
Employers of Poland.
2.0.: Aim is to save 4-5 million jobs.
Large companies only enjoy the support if they pay
taxes in Poland – “lets end tax havens” –PM.
After the announcement of the new shield, the NBP will
have to buy back around 170 billion assets, government
bonds as well as PFR bonds.
One of the amendments to the shield states that the
prime minister may announce a day off from work if an
epidemic emergency is announced in Poland.

Anti-crisis shield 1
“heard from market”
Accounting offices on ZUS reliefs:
“None of the clients have received response from ZUS for relief application”
“No visibility on how long process takes”

“Tarcza 2 – waiting for the details how does it work in
practice. As seen with first shield, some low level
meaningful details can change a lot during the process”
“Current order stock will carry on until late spring and
we always invoice next month previous month’s work.
The revenue hit will come in June / July – what are
governmental support possibilities then?”

“Better to apply and NOT pay ZUS and see what happens – most likely they
won’t collect it with big interest (and if you pay, then you don’t get support)”
(advise from couple of accountants)

“Embassy is getting lot of inquiries regarding to Polish
workers – but they cannot travel to Finland as Finland
only accepts workers from critical sectors like farming”

On 16th first payments of the ZUS support started to go out, mostly Warsaw,
Cracow and Gdansk to 86k companies and worth of 172m PLN (Polskie Radio)

“Moratorium laws and interest gaps are pushing out
companies from lending market; thus leaving big part of
the market for grey sector players”

On salary support:

“This can increase grey economy as some people will
agree part of the income paid later or in cash in order to
get support”

“No answers yet. Some (smaller) cities didn’t have even application forms ready
last week! Having money to send to company requires an agreement. No idea
how long it takes”.
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Card transaction data telling how different
businesses are doing
PKO bank has published data on card transactions in March
– in general transactions dropped by 23%
• Airlines, hotels, clothes stores, beauty services,
education etc. all dropped over 80%
• Grocery stores small increase (card payments were
encouraged instead of cash)
• Courier services up almost 80%
UK Mobile bank Revolut published data per few companies:
• Online games, streaming services and also Allegro
enjoyed sharp increases in payments, even doubling
• Food services like Wolt, Uber Eats and Glovo up 50% or
more
• Coffee chains -60%, fast food -45-55% …..
• Taxi platforms Uber and Bolt around -50% drop,
booking.com -75%
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Source: PKO Bank report

March unemployment figures highly awaited
•
•

•
•

•

March unemployment figures are not published yet; but it is
known that last week of March lot of layoffs were completed
Forecasts for unemployment varies: e.g. Ministry of Labor
predicts it can hit 9-10% by the end of the year, whereas mBank
expects even 13%. In both cases it means unemployment to
double at least.
Worst scenarios by PKO shows unemployment reaching
temporarily 20%
According to survey, 66% of employers are considering laying off
staff during next 3 months
Half of the employees are afraid on behalf of their jobs, and one
third is looking for a new job [interesting number…], says
Grafton survey done 3 weeks ago
Source: Money Bankier Forsal Mbank StrefaInwestorów
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Unemployment in google trends

Source: PKO report

Keywords “support for unemployment” and “mass layoffs”
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GDP forecasts down from last month
•
•
•
•
•
•

PKO forecasting decline of -3,5% for Poland’s GDP in
2020, which is close to consensus
Other forecasts by Polish banks vary from Santander’s
-0,9% to ING’s -4,5%
Biggest decline expected of course at Q2, but rebounce
remains a question mark (v-curve, squareroot, L…)
Some expect real growth starting again as late as Q1
2021
Private consumption, demand from Germany and other
Western Europe etc. plays a big role in recovery
Poland expected to be better off than many other
countries (own currency, flexible labor market, public
sector in relatively good shape..)

Source: PKO report
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PLN’s “new normal”
•
•
•
•
•

•

NBP has reduced the reference interest rate to 0,5% on
10th April, to historically low level
PLN took it calmly – no big changes in FX rates during
last couple of weeks
PLN/EUR is “stable” between 4,5-4,6
Weaker FX rate vs. Euro shall help the exports this year
PLN expected to weaken if turbulence in market
happens again
CHF loan topic on table again: „After 10 years of
repayment with the loan of 260 thousand PLN, it
increased to 397 thousand.” - words from borrowers in
CHF currency are heard around the country.

Source: Forsal Comparic
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Source: LYNX – PLN / EUR last 6 months

Inflation slowing down?
•

•

•

March inflation of consumer goods and services
remained high, at 4,6% y/y (GUS) – higher than
forecasted and only bit slower and in Feb
• Food prices +8,6%
• Meat +15,3; fruits 19,3%
• Garbage disposal +52,9%
• Electricity +13,2%
DNB forecasts that food prices will be 5-10%
higher this year due to lack of farm workers,
problems in international logistics and higher
production costs
PKO’s estimation for inflation for the end of the
year is 2% - but current situation is changing so
rapidly that these are rather bestimates (best
estimates)

Source: strefainwestorow.pl businessinsider.pl
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Inflation forecast

Source: strefainwestorow.pl

LOT backs off from Condor takeover
• Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki officially announced the
Poland’s national carrier’s takeover plans at the end of January.
• „I confirm that Polska Grupa Lotnicza informed Condor about the
withdrawal from the transaction of purchasing this company,” said
Katarzyna Majchrzak from PGL on April 13.
• PGL reports that Condor was not able to meet the conditions of
the investment agreement concluded in January. „Condor does not
show that its financial and operational condition allows it to continue
the PGL investment.” – said Prime Minister.
• Sources from German side says though that LOT walked away,
mostly due to turbulence in airline industry.
The Condor fleet consists of 58 aircraft, Condor operates scheduled
flights to Africa, the Caribbean, Europe, the Indochina Peninsula,
South Asia and North America. Its main operating base is Frankfurt
Airport.
Source: Reuters money.pl next.gazeta.pl
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Amazon having bad press again
• Employees at several Amazon distribution are scared for their own health and are
complaining about the work conditions in the facilities due to the outbreak
• Every day 2,500 employees enter the building while 2,500 employees leave at the same
time. The locker rooms are for 1,250 people, where they have to be squeezed together,
and also every second sink is closed which makes people to line up even more to wash
their hands
• There are already been few Corona cases in the facilities and only the people in contact
with these have been put into a quarantine, no other steps have been put to ensure the
safety of others
• This is not only a problem in the Polish Amazon, but around Europe employees are
complaining about the insufficient protection
• The company is denying the claims
• Previously Amazon workers have been criticising on bad working conditions, e.g. lack of
breaks that has lead to several people passing out during the shifts.
Notes From Poland
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Food retailers speed up e-grocery models
BIEDRONKA has started working with the GLOVO application, customers can order purchases
from the largest online store chain, with home delivery.
•

Purchases can be ordered with direct home delivery in 10 big cities. Payments can be made via
the Glovo app, and customers can choose from around 1,000 of the most-bought products

•

Purchases will be delivered by Glovo couriers within an hour of placing the order in a way that
avoids personal contact.

SPAR is testing the click & collect service in 3 cities and plans to implement 10 cities by the end of
April.
•

Also launching click & collect is on the way in another 10 cities in May

•

Purchases can be picked up at the Customer Service Center in SPAR and Piotr i Paweł stores however, dedicated parking spaces in front of the outlets will soon be introduced. The
customer will be able to drive up the car, and the employee will put his purchases directly into
the trunk.

Fresco and many others are struggling with long delivery times, proposed deliveries can show
even up to weeks from now. Also small stores, like local eco stores are now selling actively online
and delivering to home.
Source: Wiadomościhandlowe.pl
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Hot topic: Presidential elections 10th May or not?
• With the votes of PiS deputies, the Sejm adopted an act
which provides for presidential elections by postal vote. The
election has been scheduled for May 10. Opposition
politicians, but also postal workers, have doubts about the
possibility of their efficient implementation. There is a lot of
confusion about the process itself.
• The draft assumes that postmen should deliver electoral
packages within seven days to the day before election day.
Each person entitled to vote should receive a return envelope,
a voting card, an envelope for a voting card, correspondence
voting instructions and a statement on personal and secret
voting.
• Problems begin to accumulate in the very beginning: not all
citizens have mailboxes, there are not enough postmen, and
what with the votes of people living abroad?
Source: rp.pl gazetaprawna.pl Notes From Poland
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• The government did not agree to the introduction of the
so-called a state of natural disaster that would allow
postponing elections (like many other countries have done)
• Elections will be held to ensure the security of citizens says Andrzej Duda. Elections will be held because PiS wants
to secure Duda’s re-election (his victory wasn’t sure before
corona started) – says opposition
• During Corona, Duda’s support has risen probably mostly
due to government’s strict measures
• During lockdown, proper campaign is not possible – and
huge majority of Poles are against elections and only 28%
declared they will vote (rp.pl)
• There have been ideas by the ruling party to give Duda 2
year extension as well and make him not able to look for
second term after 2022

Restrictions in Poland
On Thursday, April 9, a press conference of Prime Minister
Mateusz Morawiecki, Minister of Health Łukasz Szumowski and
Minister of National Education Dariusz Piontkowski took place.
They announced the extension of existing restrictions as well as
the introduction of new ones.
• From April 16 will be new obligation to cover the mouth and
nose in public space (why exactly April 16th?....)
• The eighth-grade exams and final high school exams are
postponed, the earliest date is June.
• For two weeks - until April 26 - the closing of schools,
suspension of air traffic and rail international traffic are extended
• For the next two weeks - until April 26 - care allowance is
extended for those who will have to stay at home with the
youngest children

•
•
•
•

There is a ban on gathering in public places for more
than 2 people, and leaving home must be justified.
Underaged persons cannot go alone to public places
Shops accept limited people inside at the same time –
thus lines being long for grocery stores
Most of parks and other public venues are closed

For breaking the restrictions, the authorities have the
option of imposing fines up to PLN 30 000
Unfreezing of certain safety measures (shop limits,
opening parks etc.) are expected to start on 19th April, says
Health Minister 14th April.
Source: businessInsider.pl newsweeek.pl
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Polish start-up tackling global air-quality
measurement
•

Polish start-up Airly is building a network of sensors
around the globe to increase the understanding of air
quality and importance of it
• Now Airly has added air quality sensors to electric cars
available in the innogy go! Carsharing service. Cars drive
around Warsaw and signal the data on the current air
quality in the capital
• Poland has one of the worst air qualities in Europe and
Krakow has been on top of the most-polluted cities
many years in a row
• In September last year, Krakow became the first city in
Poland to ban the burning of coal and wood, this has
shown a huge different on the air quality of the country
as you can see on the map as a green spot
Notes From Poland
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Poles and Easter spending
• According to the latest report "Spring challenges„ (March
2020), preparation for Easter is for Poles one of the biggest
financial challenges in the spring. (Santander Consumer
Bank).
• Almost 60 percent Poles declare that due to financial
uncertainty caused by the coronavirus pandemic, will be
forced to delay their spring plans for at least several months
or cancel it .
• Over 60% Poles will spend PLN 200-500 on preparations
for Easter, according to the report and 23% (the lowest
earners) declare that they will not do shopping for Easter
this year.
• Research indicates that e-commerce is not enough for
Easter. 52 percent of Poles plan to prepare for the holidays
in stationary stores.

• Consumers are in no hurry to shop this year. Experts
point out, however, that this attitude can lead to dangerous
gathering of people in stores. Krzysztof Zych from UCE
GRUOP LTD is afraid that the government's guidelines may
be broken and, as a consequence, infections may increase.

Source: businessinsider.pl
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Culture
On-line version of the "Sleeping Beauty" ballet from the Grand
Theater-National Opera aready available. After the brilliantly
received "Carmen" streams, which gathered over 40,000 viewers,
the theater opens for another project. Onet.pl
High performance on the art market during a pandemic. This
market segment seems to be resilient until now. The painting by
Jacek Malczewski "Chimera and the artist" reached the auction
price of over PLN 3 million. Dziennik.pl
During the coronavirus pandemic, the number of new customers
buying books at empik.com doubled, Empik said. Over 20% all
buyers chose digital books - e-books and audiobooks. Previously,
every seventh person was interested in this category. Empik.pl
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• The economic growth had already slowed down at the end of 2019
• Almost 400 000 people are under layoff protocols (collective
negotiations in companies bigger than 20 people)
• GDP forecast by Bank of Finland – drop between 5 to even 13% in
2020

Finnish
economy
and Corona

• Ministry of Finance forecasts -5,5% in GDP this year and 8%
unemployment – and small growth net year.
• State budget deficit might reach to 16bn = almost 30% of planned
budget for 2020 (57bn)
• Business Finland has been given funds to deliver most affected
branches quickly (application time in days); Finnvera’s loan granting
expanded, local ELY-centers helping microcompanies etc..
• Some bankcrupties starting – for example one of the biggest taxi
company in Helsinki area filed today. As well as Finnish retail icon
Stockmann last week
• Uusimaa area (Around Helsinki) lockdown stopped 15th April
• Finnish economy did not recover as fast as Poland after financial
crisis – it took almost 10 years to reach 2007 GDP level. Same can be
expected now.
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• It all started when the National Emergency Supply Agency decided to make a
contract with a celebrity beauty clinic owner who lives in Tallinn (and has
economic crime sues in the past and coming)

Hot topic:
Finland’s
mess with
face masks
order

• When the masks arrived to Finland at the start of April, it turned out the
masks are not up to a standard. This means that you are not able to use the
masks in hospitals – they were delivered to old people homes etc.
• Also during some of the trade process it turned out that masks were orderd
from shady business man (also lives in Estonia) who has took over the
contract. He said masks were up to standard, but Chinese standard..
• After tests, it turned out masks were not ok even for home cleaning
• Ordering party had not taken any proper background check nor tender process
– they claim the market is ”wild” and you need to act fast [in that situation
maybe better to rely on companies with long history of China trade…]

• As a result Manager of the Agency resigned after prime minister announced
she does not trust him anymore (Finnish way to say please resign)
• Police is also investigating the case
• Lifa Air company will start manufacturing masks in Finland in hope to
manufacture 100 million respirators and surgical masks annually
Yle
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